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Plot:
Following on from Lego's incredibly successful Crazy Action Contraptions (9781591747697), make amazing moving machines in Lego Chain Reactions! Children can build eight simple machines that can be combined to set off a chain reaction. They can use all the included LEGO pieces in conjunction with their own collection to build the contraptions and record all their experiments in the pages of the book. It comes with everything you need, including 20 LEGO pieces, instructions and paper ramps.

See also:
Pictures, Clever Kids' Colouring Book, LEGO Friends Brickmaster, Shrink & Link Jewelry, Lego City: Where's the Pizza Boy?, Listen and Learn First English Words
Plot is known as the foundation of a novel or story, around which the characters and settings are built. It is meant to organize information and events in a logical manner. When writing the plot of a piece of literature, the author has to be careful that it does not dominate the other parts of the story. Primary Elements of a Plot. There are five main elements in a plot: Exposition or Introduction. This is the beginning of the story, where characters and setting are established. The PLOT function draws a line plot of vector arguments. If one parameter is used, the vector parameter is plotted on the ordinate versus the point number on the abscissa. To plot one vector as a function of another, use two parameters. Instead of data, you can also input an equation of X using either the input argument or the EQUATION property. In this case IDL will automatically generate the independent X data and use your equation to compute the dependent Y data. Example. The following lines create the plot shown above. Definition & Examples. When & How to Write a Plot. Quiz. I. What is Plot? In a narrative or creative writing, a plot is the sequence of events that make up a story, whether it’s told, written, filmed, or sung. The plot is the story, and more specifically, how the story develops, unfolds, and moves in time. Plots are typically made up of five main elements: 1. Exposition: At the beginning of the story, characters, setting, and the main conflict are typically introduced.